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KNX blind/shutter actuator 8-fold, 230V AC 216100

Gira
216100
4010337059363 EAN/GTIN

236,73 GBP excl. VAT**
plus shipping

 3-5 days* (GBR)

Blind actuator AC KNX/EIB REG 216100 bus system KNX, other bus systems without, mounting type REG, width in modular units 8, with bus coupling, local/manual operation,
number of inputs 1, max. number of blind outputs 8, switching function, current type AC, protection class (IP) IP21, KNX blind actuator 8-fold AC 230 V DC 12 - 48 V with
manual operation REG plus blind actuators with integrated bus coupling, manual operation and status display for each output. For controlling electrically operated blinds, roller
shutters, awnings, ventilation flaps or similar hangings. Features: Blind position can be controlled directly. Slat position directly controllable. Adjustable behavior on bus voltage
failure and return. Separately configurable travel times with travel time extension for travel to the upper end position. Central control of all blind outputs possible. Feedback of
the curtain position or the slat position. Feedback can be delayed after bus voltage return. Assignments to up to five different safety functions (three wind alarms, one rain
alarm, one frost alarm), optionally with cyclical monitoring. Forced position function can be implemented for each blind output. Inclusion in scenes possible, max. eight internal
scenes per channel can be configured. Memory function for light scenes. Sun protection function can be activated with fixed and variable curtain or slat positions. Extended sun
protection with extensive control functions. Integration into the temperature management of the building possible. Blocking individual outputs manually or via the bus. Active or
passive (object readable) cyclic feedback functions. Construction site operation: Outputs can be operated manually without bus voltage, only with the operating voltage. For
mains voltage AC 230 V (8 channels) or low voltage DC 12 to 48 V (4 channels). Connection of different outer conductors. Independent control of the blind outputs. Automatic
curtain travel time detection for AC 230 V drives with mechanical limit switches. Notes : DIN rail mounting. VDE approval according to EN 60669-1, EN 60669-2-1.
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* Note on delivery time: Day = Monday to Friday, no public holiday in Bavaria or Saxony. Goods are also delivered on Saturdays (DHL).
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a resale price to the customer. The RRP is also referred to as the list price and is defined as the highest possible price that a buyer would pay for a specific product
before any discounts (Source of gross list prices: Germany).
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